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 Bauji is a man of strong beliefs and convictions and he doesn't hesitate to share his opinion with the world on any subject. This might be because he lives in an environment where his only observation of people and events, happens through his five senses and his sharp intellectual ability enables him to achieve a viewpoint of a 'Perit' (common man in Hindi). Bauji is a'strong-willed' and 'Opinionated'
man . Bauji is also the sole breadwinner of the family. The family consists of Bauji's parents, two of Bauji's siblings and their respective spouses and his niece and nephew. Bauji's niece, Sana, is in college. He is the uncle to her boyfriend, Vikram, who is both a 'rich' and a'smart' boy. Bauji's nephew, Pankaj, is a lazy and stupid kid. The story is narrated in the first person by Bauji to his niece, Sana.

The story takes place in a fictional town in the State of Uttar Pradesh, India. The story includes: a flashback, which shows the events of Bauji's childhood and young adulthood, a narrative, which is made up of three 'Chapters', a'rewarding of the reader's curiosity' and an epilogue. The story revolves around the high school student, Sana, and her future. Characters Bauji: A 55-year-old small-time
contractor with a firm belief in Truth, Justice and Mother India. Sana: Bauji's niece who is college student and Bauji's confidante. Vikram: Sana's boyfriend. Pankaj: Bauji's nephew. Moral framework Ankhon Dekhi is mostly a story about hope and resignation. Ankhon Dekhi is a story about a man in the prime of his life . It also shows how each one of us, be it a man or a woman, if given the chance,

can become responsible for the welfare of others. References External links New Books A typical, modern-day, Indian romance. A Bauji and an Ankhon Dekhi Category:Novels by Kiran Millwood Hargrave Category:English-language novels Category:Indian English-language novels Category:2011 Indian novels Category:Indian romance novels Category:2011 f3e1b3768c
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